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As one of the leading European textile shows, MUNICH 
FABRIC START twice a year showcases a qualitative 
portfolio of international fabric and trimmings 
suppliers who present their latest developments and 
innovations in Munich.

More than 900 manufacturers from 43 countries, 
around 1100 collections and a comprehensive range 
make MUNICH FABRIC START an international business 
platform in a unique trade show format.

Designers, product managers and buyers value the 
expertise, the professional working atmosphere, the 
exclusive programme as well as the wide range of 
trend information and inspiration that attracts up to 
15,000 trade visitors to Munich every season.

MUNICH FABRIC START comprises the areas Fabrics, 
Additionals, Design Studios, THE  SOURCE, ReSource 
and the Keyhouse innovation centre. At the same time 
as the MUNICH FABRIC START, the international Denim 
Trade Show BLUEZONE takes place on the Zenith site. 

The team of MUNICH FABRIC START Exhibitions GmbH 
also organizes the VIEW Premium Selection twice a 
year as a preview textile show.

I N S P I R AT I O N  &  I N F O R M AT I O N 
F O R  T H E  S E A S O N ’ S  S TA R T
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Every season, some 600 international suppliers present 
the entire range of fashion fabrics from basic to 
haute couture creations for all apparel segments at 
MUNICH FABRIC START.

These include woven and knitted fabrics in wool, cotton, 
silk, silk-look and functional fabrics. Also to be 
found here are fibres such as bamboo and polylactic 
fibres, high-tech coatings and intelligent fabric systems 
for activewear.

Sustainable fabrics that are ecologically certified are 
offered an additional presentation platform within 
 ReSOURCE in Hall 2 (Further information on ReSOURCE on 
page 7)

Exhibitors in the fabrics section include: ALBINI GROUP  | 
ANTIK DANTEL | BELLANDI | BLOOMATI | CNC TESSUTI  | 
ECOPEL PELTEX | EKOTEN | ESDIGITAL | FEINJERSEY  | 
FABRIC HOUSE | GETZNER | LENZING | LIBERTY FABRICS | 
LISA | MANTECO | PAULO DE OLIVEIRA | STYLEM TAKISADA-
OSAKA | THERMORE | TROFICOLOR DENIM MAKERS | YÜNSA

FABRICS



Trims and accessories form the second focus of the trade show. Around 200 
of the world’s leading specialists showcase both functional and decorative 
ideas in this segment at MUNICH FABRIC START.

The ADDITONALS area offers the latest trends in buttons, ribbons, 
ornamentations, rhinestones, fasteners and labels. The latest developments 
in linings, lace, embroidery and interlinings will be presented here as 
well as full-service solutions for labelling & branding.

Exhibitors in this section include: BODO JAGDBERG | CADICA GROUP | EU FENILI | 
FRAMELESS | GRAF & CO | KNOPF SCHÄFER | MAXIM LABEL AND PACKAGING | 
NILORN | QST EUROPE | RIBBONLINE | SATAB | SHINDO | STUDIO NINE | TRIMCO 
GROUP | TEXCART | UNIZIP | WE NORDIC | YKK GERMANY

ADDITIONALS



Initiated in September 2012, DESIGN STUDIOS is the concrete response 
to a growing need for progressive and individual design solutions in the 
textile industry. The creative platform of MUNICH FABRIC START has established 
as independent exhibition format and opens a new creative dimension around 
prints, designs and patterns. Textile designers and trend offices from all over 
the world present their textile designs and latest developments thus offering 
the sourcing process to be arranged more flexibly.

Exhibitors in this section include: AMANDA KELLY | ANTEPRIMA DISEGNI  | 
BERNINI STUDIO | BLUE STUDIO | BOGGIA DISEGNI | BUNTASTIC | CIRCLELINE | 
CREATION ROBERT VERNET | DESIGN UNION | FLUXUS | FUSION COPENHAGEN | 
IMAGO STUDIO | LICA DESIGN | LE STUDIO COPENHAGEN | LETI | MUSTICSTYLE | 
ZISSER

DESIGN STUDIOS



As the next step of evolution and successor to the former organic-
selection established in 2009, MUNICH FABRIC START increases
sustainability to the next level with the new area ReSOURCE. 
ReSOURCE presents current material developments and textile 
innovations that are produced in an ecological and socially com-
patible way. ReSOURCE defines and supports the future of inno-
vative material development. 

According to the enormous sustainable movement of the past 
decade in the textile industry, future-oriented innovations today 
are natural, biological, recycled or regenerative cellulose fibres 
including new models of the recycling industry as well bioplastic 
technologies (bioplastics). In addition, a further important topic 
for a sustainable future is the transparency in procurement and 
production chains as well as the use of “clean” wet processing 
methods.

ReSOURCE RESOURCE PRESENTS SUSTAINABLE FABRICS AND 
ADDITIONALS IN FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:

RECYCLED
BIODEGRADABLE
POLLUTION-FREE
NATURAL
REGENERATED CELLULOSICS
INNOVATIVE ALTERNATIVES
DENIM
GOTS

The selection about 700 eco fabrics and more than 100 ac-
cessories can be sourced the whole year at resource.mu-
nichfabricstart.com 

Furthermore, the new ReSOURCE SUSTAINABILITY GUIDE 
shows the ecological and social impact of the most relevant 
seals at a glance. Meet experts from international Certifica-
tion Bodies to exchange on the latest developments in the 
sustainability sector or to get advice on your questions. In-
formative presentations and panel discussions complete the 
ReSOURCE concept.

Let’s ReSOURCE.
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The selection about 700 eco fabrics and more than 100 accessories can 
be sourced the whole year at resource.munichfabricstart. com

Furthermore, the new ReSOURCE SUSTAINABILITY GUIDE shows the 
ecological and social impact of the most relevant seals at a glance. Meet 
experts from international Certification Bodies to exchange on the latest 
developments in the sustainability sector or to get advice on your questions. 
Informative presentations and panel discussions complete the ReSOURCE 
concept.

Let’s ReSOURCE.

As the next step of evolution and successor to the former organic-
selection established in 2009, MUNICH FABRIC START increases 
sustainability to the next level with the new area ReSOURCE. 
ReSOURCE presents current material developments and textile 
innovations that are produced in an ecological and socially compatible 
way. ReSOURCE defines and supports the future of innovative 
material development.

According to the enormous sustainable movement of the past 
decade in the textile industry, future-oriented innovations today are 
natural, biological, recycled or regenerative cellulose fibres including 
new models of the recycling industry as well bioplastic technologies 
(bioplastics). In addition, a further important topic for a sustainable 
future is the transparency in procurement and production chains as 
well as the use of “clean” wet processing methods.

RESOURCE



THE SOURCE
IN HALL 2

With THE SOURCE, Munich Fabric Start offers a one-stop sourcing 
platform and the stage for for all-in-one suppliers from PLV to white 
label for brands, labels and retail.

Exhibitors in this section include: M360 – MIROGLIO GROUP | DMISS 
TEXTILE GROUP | UNION 3 FASHION | LAGOON LIMITED | EAST | TOP 
TRENDS | EKOLTEKS | QUANZHOU LIME GARMENT | OTS



Launched in August 2016, KEYHOUSE is the innovation and com-
petence center for textiles and products with a highly innovati-
ve approach. This interactive trade fair format is a spotlight for 
pioneering smart textiles, future fabrics, new technologies and 
future-oriented showcases alongside sustainable developments, 
expert workshops and trend seminars – in terms of both sustaina-
bility and technology and of finishing and research. 

Progressive suppliers and global players from a variety of sectors 
will stage an epicentre of creativity and innovation. The atmosphe-
ric and charming industrial setting extending over 1,000 square 
metres forms a backdrop for pioneering smart textiles, future fa-
brics and technologies with a high degree of integration in textile 
products and high fashion as well as in the context of cross-sector 
macro trends. 

KEYHOUSE reflects new dynamism and progressiveness paving 
the way forward for a sector that is constantly reinventing itself. 
A think tank of technical textile expertise, individual product pla-
cement, strategic company cooperations, new production proces-
ses, resource use and the synergy of crosssector technologies. 

Exhibitors in the KEYHOUSE include: Archroma, KPMG, Lenzing, UN 
Global Compact, Lectra, Assyst, Vizoo, Cocccon, KNK Production 
& Development, Knitcloud by N.I.O, Microsoft, Remo, Com.i.stra, 
European Spinning Group, Lunative Lab, Pauline van Dongen, Holst 
Centre.

KEYHOUSE

Launched in August 2016, KEYHOUSE is the innovation and 
competence center for textiles and products with a highly innovative 
approach. This interactive trade fair format is a spotlight for pioneering 
smart textiles, future fabrics, new technologies and future-oriented 
showcases alongside sustainable developments, expert workshops 
and trend seminars – in terms of both sustainability and technology 
and of finishing and research.

Progressive suppliers and global players from a variety of sectors will 
stage an epicentre of creativity and innovation. The atmospheric and 
charming industrial setting extending over 1,000 square meters forms a 
backdrop for pioneering smart textiles, future fabrics and technologies 
with a high degree of integration in textile products and high fashion 
as well as in the context of cross-sector macro trends.

KEYHOUSE reflects new dynamism and progressiveness paving the 
way forward for a sector that is constantly reinventing itself. A think 
tank of technical textile expertise, individual product placement, 
strategic company cooperations, new production processes, resource 
use and the synergy of crosssector technologies.

Exhibitors in the KEYHOUSE include: DISIGNUM | EYAND | SORONA® | 
WASTEA | LECTRA | ASSYST | VIZOO | COCCCON | MICROSOFT | LENZING 
- TENCELTM  | MONTEGA CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS | PYRATEX | LUNATIVE 
LAB | OFFICINA+39 | TAILORLUX GMBH | REACTIVE REALITY AG | CLO 
VIRTUAL FASHION | WISER | ALGALIFE | KORNIT DIGITAL EUROPE | 
TRIPLE TREE SOLUTIONS | MATERIAL EXCHANGE VENTURE AB | IMPULS 
OR TORAY INTERNATIONAL EUROPE

KEYHOUSE



In 2003 the BLUEZONE was launched as the first denim 
dedicated trade show and is seen as the key starting 
point for all denim shows. Focused in Hall 6 & 7 right next 
door to the MOC are the fabric and accessories innovations 
for the denim and spor tswear segment. Meanwhile, some 
100 of the world’s leading denim weavers, f inishers and 
washers present the latest developments for denim-, street and 
spor tswear.

Ecologically and sustainably produced denim ar ticles as 
well as environmental-friendly innovations for denim and 
spor tswear fabrics are showcased in the ReSource area 
that features the complete bandwith of sustainable and 
cer tif ied fabrics and additionals.

Exhibitors in BLUEZONE include: ORTA ANADOLU | TEJIDOS 
ROYO | BOSSA DENIM | CALIK DENIM | SHARABATI DENIM | 
NAVEENA DENIM LTD | PANTHER DENIM / TAT FUNG TEXTILE | 
IMATEX | PROSPERIT Y | BERTO | VELCOREX | K T TRIMS | DENIM 
AUTHORIT Y | ISKO | STROM DENIM | SAITEX | LOTUSTEX | ISKO | 
BLUESIGN | PROSPERIT Y TEXTILE | KIPAS



MUNICH FABRIC START is held at a modern trade fair 
and exhibition centre, the Munich Order Centre (MOC) 
in the north of Munich. The unique architecture is bright
and spacious providing different stand and presentation
possibilities. The range of exhibition space spans from 
white stands and light-flooded atriums to individual 
studios. This creates a comfortable and productive 
working atmosphere that is exceptionally appreciated 
by both, exhibitors and visitors time and again.

The KEYHOUSE is the innovation and creative centre of
the fair located in hall 5, the Boiler House and is literally
seen as more than just the spatial key element between
MUNICH FABRIC START and BLUEZONE.

BLUEZONE is located in two halls at the Zenith area 
(Hall 6 + 7) only a few metres away from the MOC. The
old factory building with the industrial charm of the 20s 
and the Coal Bunker as unique mix of traditional and 
modern architecture create an inspiring and product-
oriented working environment for suppliers and visitors 
alike. 

The exhibition venue of MUNICH FABRIC START con- 
sisting of these three locations can easily be reached 
by car and public transport and offers sufficient parking 
facilities.

L O C AT I O N

MUNICH FABRIC START is held at a modern trade show 
and exhibition centre, the Munich Order Centre (MOC) 
in the north of Munich. The unique architecture is bright 
and spacious providing different stand and presentation 
possibilities. The range of exhibition space spans from 
white stands and light-flooded atriums to individual 
studios. This creates a comfortable and productive 
working atmosphere that is exceptionally appreciated 
by both, exhibitors and visitors time and again.

The KEYHOUSE is the innovation and creative centre of 
the show located in hall 5, the Boiler House and is literally 
seen as more than just the spatial key element between 
MUNICH FABRIC START and BLUEZONE.

BLUEZONE is located in two halls at the Zenith area 
(Hall 6 + 7) only a few metres away from the MOC. The 
old factory building with the industrial charm of the 20s and 
the Coal Bunker as unique mix of traditional and modern 
architecture creates an inspiring and product-oriented 
working environment for suppliers and visitors alike.

The exhibition venue of MUNICH FABRIC START consisting 
of these four locations can easily be reached by car and 
public transport and offers sufficient parking facilities.

LO C AT I O N



T R A D E  V I S I T O R S

For twenty years now, visitor numbers at MUNICH FAB-
RIC START have been at a steady high level. In February
2020, the fair registered 18,400 international vistors.

Represented in Munich was the complete line-up of 
German ready-to-wear manufactures as well as top 
decision makers and designers from neighbouring 
countries. The proportion of foreign visitors amounted 
to 38%. The quality of visitors was on a constantly high 
level including established brands covering the full 
bandwith, such as Adidas, Acne Studios, Asos, Baldes-
sarini, Brunello Cuccinelli, Calvin Klein, Cinque, Deben-
hams, Diesel, Drykorn, Esprit, G-Star, Gerry Weber, 
Guess, Holy Fashion Group, Hugo Boss, Joop, Lager-
feld, Mads Norgaard, Marc Cain, Marc O’Polo, Marks &
Spencer, s.Oliver, Talbot Runhof, Tommy Hilfiger and 
Zlabels just to name but a few. 

A top-class business platform in combination with de-
tailed market and trend information – that is the ap-
proach of MUNICH FABRIC START. In every season, rea-
son, special attention is given to the appropriate visitor 
profile. Only professionals are authorised on presenta-
tion of their proof of affiliation to the industry.

VISITOR GROUP S INCLUDE:

 Manufacturers of clothing and 
fashion accessories

  Agents of retail, wholesale or mail order and 
purchasing associations that list clothing and / 
or textile accessories in their product range

  Upstream suppliers to the fashion industry

  Distributors and commercial agents of 
clothing and fashion accessories

  Agents of related departments 
such as interior / lifestyle

For more than twenty years, visitor numbers at MUNICH 
FABRIC START have been at a steady high level. 

Represented in Munich is the complete line-up of German 
ready-to-wear manufactures as well as top decision 
makers and designers from neighbouring countries. The 
proportion of foreign visitors amounts 38%. The quality of 
visitors is on a constantly high level including established 
brands covering the full bandwith, such as Adidas, Aigner, 
Alexander McQueen, Armed Angels, Baldessarini, Bogner, 
Brunello Cuccinelli, Calvin Klein, Cinque, Drykorn, Esprit, 
G-Star, Gerry Weber, Gucci, Guess, Holy Fashion Group, 
Hugo Boss, Joop, Lagerfeld, Mads Nørgaard, Marc Cain, 
Marcel Ostertag, Marc O’Polo, Ralph Lauren, s.Oliver, Talbot 
Runhof, Tommy Hilfiger and Zlabels just to name but a few. 

A top-class business platform in combination with detailed 
market and trend information – that is the approach of 
MUNICH FABRIC START. In every season, special attention 
is given to the appropriate visitor profile. Only professionals 
are authorised on presentation of their proof of affiliation 
to the industry.

T R A D E  V I S I TO R S
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DEVELOPMENT OF EXHIBITORS AT MUNICH FABRIC START 2002 - 2023:

EXHIBITOR AND VISITOR PROFILE
OF THE LAST SHOW AT A GLANCE:

More than 900 exhibitors from 43 different 
countries presented some 1100 collections in 
the wool, cotton, silk & silk-like fabrics, prints, 
functional materials, denim & sportswear 
segments in addition to buttons, zippers, labels, 
ribbons, buckles, rivers, etc.

SPREAD OF EXHIBITORS BY CONTINENTS
MUNICH FABRIC START July 2023:

SPREAD OF EXHIBITORS BY COUNTRIES
MUNICH FABRIC START July 2023:

DEVELOPMENT OF VISITORS AT MUNICH FABRIC START 2005 - 2023:

VISITOR PROPORTION BY COUNTRY
MUNICH FABRIC START July 2023:

Country                                                                       Visitors in %

Germany 62
Europe 22
Other 16

Exhibitors in total 900
Countries in total 40

EXHIBITORS COUNT
MUNICH FABRIC START July 2023:

FAC T S

*

*

*

*

*

*

*No show due to Covid-19 regulations
** July

*No show due to Covid-19 regulations

Land                           Anzahl Kollektionen / Aussteller

Italy 391
Turkey 285
Germany 152
China 42
France 41
Spain 37
Portugal 33
The Netherlands 22
Japan 19
Greece 18
Austria 17
Great Britain 17
Vietnam 16
India 12
Hong Kong 12
Taiwan 12
Korea 11
Pakistan 7
Poland 5
Denmark 4
Irland 3
Belgium 3
Egypt 3
USA 3
Slovenia 3
United Kingdom 2
Bangladesh 2
Switzerland 2
Czech Republic 2
Tunisia 2
Thailand 2
Lithuania 1
Luxemburg 1
Hungary 1
Israel 1
Marokko 1
Mauritiius 1
Ukraine 1
Uzbekistan 1
Sweden 1

China 4%
France 4%
Spain 3%
Portugal 3%
The Netherlands 2%
Japan 2%
Greece 2%
Austria 2%
Great Britain 2%

Others  6%Other 0,93%

Europe 87,80%

Asia 11,44%

Germany 14%

Turkey 26%

Italy 36%

**



  TREND FORUM:

The Trend Forum and the Sample Areas are spread over the entire 
exhibition area. There, we present and stage your submitted samples 
according to trends, themes and segments for a trend-oriented 
presentation of the highlights. Visitors are looking for inspiration for 
their collection design in these Trend Forums. Take advantage of this 
opportunity of an additional presence in the trade fair forums and 
send us your samples.

  ONLINE PROFILE:

MUNICH FABRIC START exhibitors are provided a personalized access 
to the Exhibitor Cloud in order to maintain master data and company 
information online. These will be used appropriately for the company‘s 
entry in the trade show catalogue. 

In addition, the online profile offers a free possibility to best possibly 
promote the presence at the trade show online – by a comprehensive 
company profile with a detailed product description, images of your 
collection, your company‘s logo and a campaign design.

  APP:

With the MUNICH FABRIC START App, visitors can easily and quickly 
start preparing for the trade show and designing their personal visit. 
It has never been easier to plan and document your visit to the show 
thanks to exhibitor details, hall plans and digital visitor tickets. On site, 
visitors can scan a QR code at each exhibitor‘s stand, which connects 
them directly to the supplier profile via the app.

Photos and notes can be saved here and the appointment can be 
documented. During the days of the show, visitors and exhibitors 
benefit from the latest show news and an overview of the exclusive 
supporting programme. The collected contact and product details and 
notes also make it easier to follow up on your visit to the show.

  ONLINE-EXHIBITOR LIST:

Visitors can also find all your company and collection‘s data on our 
comprehensive homepage before and after the show. The detailed 
exhibitor search contains different selection options helping visitors 
to prepare and follow up their trade show visit.

C O M M U N I C AT I O N  &  A DV E R T I S I N G
In order to make your presence and stay at MUNICH FABRIC START as efficient and convenient as possible, several marketing activities

and comprehensive communication services are offered. These can vary slightly depending on the season.

SHOW GUIDE MAGAZINE
AUTUMN.WINTER 24/25

50 51   Sustainable Innovations Sustainable Innovations

Haare schaffen Identität – wir färben und stylen sie, ver-
schaffen uns damit neue Looks und Ausdrucksweisen und  
ordnen uns damit kulturellen oder sozialen Gruppen zu.  
Sie verlieren an Bedeutung, werden zu Müll, den man  
entsorgt. In ihrem Projekt Haar Haar gibt Savine School 

Haaren ein zweites Leben.

Jeden Monat sammelt die Textildesignerin und Materialforscherin kilowei-
se Haar von verschiedenen Frisörsalons und Extensionstudios und sortiert 
sie nach Farben und Längen. Im nächsten Schritt nutzt sie eine Maschine, 
um die Haare zusammen mit Wolle zu einem gleichmäßigen, flexiblen Garn 
zu spinnen. Dieses Garn hebt die Eigenschaften beider Materialien hervor: 
Die beigemischte Wolle bietet die Möglichkeit, mit anderen Tönen über die 
Haarfarben hinaus zu arbeiten, während die Reflexion von Licht auf dem 
Haar für einen schönen Schimmer sorgt. 

Aus dem Garn produziert die Designerin stylische Accessoires, wie ge- 
häkelte Hüte – die auf den ersten Blick nichts mehr damit zu tun haben, 
was beim Frisörbesuch auf dem Boden landet. Damit macht Savine Schoorl 
deutlich, dass Haar eine wertvolle Ressource ist und gibt Menschen die 
Möglichkeit, den Wert von vermeintlichem Abfall in seinem zweiten Lebens-
zyklus zu entdecken. 

air creates identity – we dye it, style it, create new looks 
and expressions, and associate ourselves with cultural or 
social groups. It loses meaning and becomes rubbish to 
be discarded. In her hair project, Savine School gives hair 
a second life.

Every month, the textile designer and material researcher collects kilos 
of hair from various hair salons and extension studios and sorts them by 
colour and length. In the next step, she uses a machine to spin the hair 
together with wool into a uniform, flexible yarn. This yarn highlights the 
properties of both materials: the admixed wool offers the possibility to work 
with other tones beyond the hair colours, while the reflection of light on the 
hair provides a beautiful shimmer. 

The designer uses the yarn to produce stylish accessories, such as 
crocheted hats – which at first glance have nothing to do with what 
ends up on the floor during a visit to the hairdresser. In this way, Savine 
Schoorl makes it clear that hair is a valuable resource and gives people the 
opportunity to discover the value of supposed waste in its second life cycle. 

 s t ud io_sav ine

 sav ine - schoor l 

W W W. STUDIO S AV INE .NL

» Haar Haar focuses on the short  
switch from appreciating hair to feeling  

disgusted by it, even when it is the  
same material. It seeks to give a second life  

to the material we treasured when  
it was on our head.«

SAVINE SCHOORL

Hairy affair 
Hair Matters by Savine Schoorl

H 5  |  2 0
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 a .mat te r.o f.f ru i t

 ve rena-b rom 

W W W. A-MAT TER -OF-FRUIT.ORG

Vorhandene Ressourcen nutzen und Neues daraus schaffen: 
Was, wenn man die Überbleibsel von frisch gepresstem Saft 
nicht entsorgen würde – sondern ein neues Material daraus 
schaffen könnte? Deutschland ist ganz vorne mit dabei, was 
den Konsum von Apfelsaft betrifft – dabei entstehen pro 

Jahr bis zu 200.000 Tonnen Trester, feste Rückstände, die bei der Mosterei  
anfallen. Statt sie wie bislang vor allem in der Biogasanlage, zur Pektin-
gewinnung oder als Tierfutter wiederzuverwenden, hat sich die Textil- und 
Flächendesignerin Verena Brom inspirieren lassen, neue Materialsysteme 
für verschiedene Branchen zu entwickeln. 

Die Textil- und Flächendesignerin hat an der Kunsthochschule Weißensee 
in Berlin studiert. In dem Projekt „A Matter of Fruit“ produziert sie verschie-
dene biologisch abbaubare Folien aus den Tresterresten, die anstelle von 
synthetischem Material genutzt werden können. Optisch und charakteris-
tisch kann es je nach Dicke als Papier-, Plastik- oder Lederalternative ein-
geordnet werden und bietet Potenzial für unterschiedliche Einsatzbereiche 
– von der Innenraumgestaltung bis hin zur Bekleidungsindustrie. Das Ma-
terial eignet sich zum Lasercutten und Gravieren, durch die Schmelzbarkeit 
lässt es sich aber auch verschweißen oder in Form pressen. Ergänzend zu 
den Folien hat Verena Brom eine Druckpaste aus Apfeltrester entwickelt, die 
die Gestaltungsmöglichkeiten und Einsatzgebiete des Materials zusätzlich  
erweitern. 

Nach dem ersten Nutzungszyklus kann das Material dem natürlichen Kreis-
lauf wieder zugeführt werden: Beispielsweise kann daraus ein Pflanztopf 
werden, der sich nach dem Eintopfen in die Erde biologisch zersetzt. Damit 
kommt Verena Brohm ihrem Ziel näher, erneuerbare Ressourcen – wie die 
Nebenprodukte der Lebensmittelindustrie – zu verwenden und Design als 
Werkzeug zu nutzen, um Stoffkreisläufe zu optimieren.

Using existing resources and creating something new from 
them: What if you didn't dispose of the leftovers of freshly 
squeezed juice – but could create a new material from it? 
Germany is at the forefront of apple juice consumption, 
producing up to 200,000 tonnes of pomace per year, solid 

residues from the pressing process. Instead of reusing them, as has been 
the case up to now, mainly in biogas plants, for pectin extraction or as 
animal feed, textile and surface designer Verena Brom has been inspired to 
develop new material systems for various industries. 

The designer studied at the Weißensee Art Academy in Berlin. In the 
project "A Matter of Fruit", she produces various biodegradable films from 
pomace residues that can be used instead of synthetic material. Visually 
and characteristically, it can be classified as a paper, plastic or leather 
alternative, depending on its thickness, and offers potential for different 
areas of application – from interior design to the clothing industry. The 
material is suitable for laser cutting and engraving, but due to its fusibility 
it can also be welded or pressed into shape. In addition to the films, Verena 
Brom has developed a printing paste made from apple pomace that further 
expands the material's design possibilities and areas of application.  

After the first cycle of use, the material can be returned to the natural loop: 
For example, it can be turned into a plant pot that biologically decomposes 
after being potted into the soil. This brings Verena Brohm closer to her goal 
of using renewable resources – such as the by-products of the food industry 
- and to use design as a tool to optimise material cycles.

» When developing the material,  
it was important to use as few additives as  

possible – and to push boundaries:  
how can different properties be developed solely 

through different processing methods?  
Using different techniques can expand the  
scope for design and influences the haptic  

and translucency of the material:  
from smooth to abrasive,  from transparent  

to opaque – a big variety of options 
are possible without loosing the 

mono-materiality.« 
VERENA BROM

    Let's  
        get  
  circular      Matter of Fruit  
                     by Verena Brom

H 5  |  2 1
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Um Ihre Präsenz und Ihren Aufenthalt so effizient und angenehm wie möglich zu gestalten, bietet die MUNICH FABRIC START 
verschiedene Marketingmaßnahmen sowie umfangreiche Kommunikationsservices. Diese können je nach Saison leicht variieren.

K O M M U N I K AT I O N  &  W E R B U N G

  TREND FOREN:

Das Trend Forum und die Sample Areas verteilen sich über die  
gesamte Messefläche. Dort präsentieren und inszenieren wir Ihre 
eingesendeten Muster nach Trends, Themen und Segmenten für 
eine trend-orientierte Präsentation der Highlights. Besucher las-
sen sich in diesen Trend Foren für ihre Kollektionsgestaltung ins-
pirieren. Nutzen Sie diese Möglichkeit einer zusätzlichen Präsenz 
in den Foren der Messe und senden Sie uns Ihre Muster zu.

  ONLINE-AUSSTELLERVER ZEICHNIS:

Ihre ausführlichen Unternehmensinformationen können von unse-
ren Besuchern auch online abgerufen werden. Dazu bieten wir auf 
unserer Homepage die detaillierte Ausstellersuche mit verschie-
denen Selektionsmöglichkeiten an, die Besuchern die Vor- sowie 
Nachbereitung der Messe erleichtert. 

  ONLINE PROFIL :

Als Aussteller der MUNICH FABRIC START erhalten Sie einen per-
sonalisierten Zugang zur MFS Cloud, um Ihre Stammdaten und 
Unternehmensinformationen online zu pflegen. Diese werden 
ebenfalls für Ihren Unternehmens-Eintrag im Messekatalog ver-
wendet. 

Darüber hinaus bieten wir Ihnen mit dem Online-Profil eine 
kostenfreie Möglichkeit, Ihre Präsenz auf der Messe optimal on-
line zu bewerben – mit einem umfangreichen Firmenprofil, aus-
führlicher Produktbeschreibung, Kollektionsbildern, Firmenlogo 
sowie ihrem Kampagnenmotiv. Zudem können Sie den Newsletter -  
Service nutzen, um Nachrichten im unternehmenseigenen Design 
zu versenden.

  APP:

Mit der MUNICH FABRIC START App können Besucher einfach und 
schnell ihre Messevorbereitung und Gestaltung des Messeauf-
enthalts planen. Nie war es einfacher, den Messebesuch dank 
Ausstellerdetails, Hallenplänen und digitalem Besucherticket vor-
zubereiten und zu dokumentieren. 

Vor Ort können Besucher bei jedem Aussteller am Stand einen  
QR-Code scannen, der sie über die App direkt mit dem Lieferan-
tenprofil verbindet. Hier können Fotos und Notizen gespeichert 
und der Termin dokumentiert werden. 

Während der Messetage informiert die App Besucher wie Aussteller  
über aktuelle Messe-News und das exklusive Rahmenprogramm. 
Auch die Nachbereitung des Messebesuchs wird durch die ge-
sammelten Kontakt- und Produktdetails und Notizen erleichtert.



C O M M U N I C AT I O N  &  A DV E R T I S I N G

  MUNIQUE MAGA ZINE:

The relaunched trade fair magazine features new areas and innovations of the show 
and presents collections news and editorial articles in an appealing magazine. We 
analyze the trends and relevant news from the industry. We provide a deep insight 
into the fair and the future and present your portfolio. Just send us your news or 
contribution.

  SHOW GUIDE:

The SHOW GUIDE offers all information about the fair at a glance and features 
collection‘s news and editorial articles in a handy printed booklet to go: including 
exhibitor‘s list, hall maps, a product group search as well as an Alphabetical Over-
view. Your presence at MUNICH FABRIC START will be promoted here as well.

  ADVERTISING SERVICES:

As exhibitor of MUNICH FABRIC START, you will be supported with a highclass 
advertising package. Use this opportunity and feature your company with an 
advertisement in the SHOW GUIDE or the MUNIQUE MAGAZINE. The corresponding 
conditions can be found at a glance on page 18 or in the Marketing Guide on 
request.

  PUBLIC REL ATIONS:

We attach high value on a good and professional press relation. MUNICH FABRIC 
START is communicated in diverse media, however primary in the trade press – 
with advertisements, editorial articles about every phase of the show, banner 
placement and the publication of fair facts on different web portals. In addition, 
press representatives are invited to the fair and receive all relevant information 
about the fair and exhibitors.

C O M M U N I C AT I O N  &  A D V E R T I S I N G
In order to make your presence and stay at MUNICH FABRIC START as efficient and convenient as possible, several marketing activities 

and comprehensive communication services are offered. These can vary slightly depending on the season.

  MUNIQUE MAGA ZINE:

The relaunched trade fair magazine features new areas and innovations of the show 
and presents collections news and editorial articles in an appealing magazine. We 
analyze the trends and relevant news from the industry. We provide a deep insight 
into the fair and the future and present your portfolio. Just send us your news or 
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  SHOW GUIDE:
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with advertisements, editorial articles about every phase of the show, banner 
placement and the publication of fair facts on different web portals. In addition, 
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C O M M U N I C AT I O N  &  A D V E R T I S I N G
In order to make your presence and stay at MUNICH FABRIC START as efficient and convenient as possible, several marketing activities 

and comprehensive communication services are offered. These can vary slightly depending on the season.

  MUNIQUE Show Guide Magazine:

The MUNIQUE Show Guide Magazine presents new areas and innovations of the show 
and presents your new collections and editorial contributions in an attractive magazine. In 
addition to exhibitor lists, hall plans, a product group search and an alphabetical overview, 
we summarize trends and the latest from the industry. We offer a comprehensive view of 
the trade show and your portfolio. Just send us your editorial article.

  SOCIAL MEDIA :

We are happy to post and share your new collectonms and material deveelopments on 
our MUNICH FABRIC START an BLUEZONRE social media  channels. Please sende us text 
an d high-quality aesthetic images or tag our accountsin your post. You can find us on  

  

  ADVERTISING SERVICES:

As exhibitor of MUNICH FABRIC START, you will be supported with a highclass advertising 
package. Use this opportunity and feature your company with an advertisement in the 
MUNIQUE Show Guide Magazine. The corresponding conditions can be found at a glance 
on page 19 or in the Marketing Guide on request.

  PUBLIC RELATIONS:

We attach high value on a good and professional press relation. MUNICH FABRIC 
START is communicated in diverse media, however primary in the trade press – with 
advertisements, editorial articles about every phase of the show, banner placement and 
the publication of show facts on different web portals. In addition, press representatives 
are invited to the show and receive all relevant information about the show and exhibitors.

In order to make your presence and stay at MUNICH FABRIC START as efficient and convenient as possible, several marketing activities
and comprehensive communication services are offered. These can vary slightly depending on the season.



T E C H N I C A L  S E R V I C E S

  STAND MODULS:

In the event of booking a fair stand, exhibitors not 
only receive the stand space but a complete package.
Dependent on the size of the booked stand, basic 
equipment include walls, carpet, daylight illumination, 
stand sign, tables, chairs, clothes racks / shelf com-
ponents, a lockable cabinet, power connection and a 
rubbish bin. 

  TECHNICAL SERVICE:

Of course, further elements can be ordered in addi-
tion to the basic equipment. Our technical order form 
contains the most important elements, furnishings 
and additional services though individual requests 
can also be met. We build your stand in line with your 
wishes and requirements so you merely need to ar-
range your collections.
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  INTERNET:

Free WiFi is offered for all exhibitors and visitors on 
the show. A dedicated internet access point at the 
booth can be ordered in addition.

  SHUTTLE SERVICE:

On all three show days, bus shuttles will run 
between Munich Airport and MUNICH FABRIC 
START. A rickshaw  shuttle will run between MOC 
and BLUEZONE (Zenith Hall).

  MUNICH FABRIC NIGHT:

The legendary MUNICH FABRIC START after show 
party is meanwhile a set date - MUNICH FABRIC 
NIGHT takes place on the evening of the first day. 
Both exhibitors and visitors are invited to wind down 
from the first trade show day with fine food, drinks & 
dancing in a casual and relaxed atmosphere.

  FREE VISITOR MANAGEMENT:

All visitors enjoy free admission once they have 
registered and presented their trade proofs. 
Admission tickets can be easily ordered beforehand 
and will be sent out to visitors by post or email free 
of charge. On-site registration is also quick and easy.

  FREE COFFEE BARS:

In every hall, free coffee specialties 
are served at diverse coffee bars.

  FREE LUNCH:

A free and tasty lunch is offered on 
all three days of the trade show.

  CATERING:

Besides free coffee bars and free lunch, 
MUNICH FABRIC START features a variety 
of different culinary restaurants.

S E R V I C E S



  TREND BOOK: 

The TREND BOOK documents the season with atmospherically 
designed impressions from art, culture, architecture and design, 
the world of theatre and movies. The key fabrics and colours of 
the season as well as the latest technical developments are 
incorporated. We analyse the trendsetting catwalk highlights into 
high-selling collection tableaux. This is complemented by revealing 
colour compositions that pinpoint the principal colours with their 
associated accent tones (and PANTONE codes) at an early point 
in time. A service that offers valuable additional information which 
can be introduced into your workflow directly.

  TREND SEMINARS:

With an impressive range of presentations at the TRENDSEMINARS 
area at the KEYHOUSE and the SEMINAR ZONE at the BLUEZONE 
we offer a varied supporting program on current topics. International 
experts, trend researchers and trend instututes will hold lectures, 
workshops and keynotes on relevant issues and developments 
concerning the fashion industry. 

  TREND AREAS:  

Every season is summarized in trend themes for womenswear and 
menswear, one theme is dedicated to denim and sportswear. The 
Trend Areas showcase the theme related highlights of the season.

  SAMPLE AREAS: 

The Sample Areas provide information in the respective halls about 
the suppliers’ ranges and are spread across the entire exhibition 
area. Out of about 10,000 samples submitted by the suppliers, 
a selection of some 2,500 fabrics and latest developments is 
presented accordingly to the trends. As an exhibitor you will receive 
an invitation to submit your samples together with a comprehensive 
trend information prior to the fair.

  YOUR SAMPLES IN OUR TREND FORUMS: 

As exhibitor, we offer you the possibility to submit your samples for 
the presentation in our different areas:

•  Collections news and novelties for our Trend and Sample Areas 
spread over the foyer and the entire fair premises.

•  Innovative developments, Future Fabrics and new technologies 
at KEYHOUSE.

•  Sustainable, certified or environmental-friendly produced fabrics 
and additionals for the ReSOURCE Area.

We will provide you with all information on submissions via our 
newsletters in time.

T R E N D  S E R V I C E ST R E N D  S E R V I C E S

  TREND AREAS:

Die neue Saison wird in Trendthemen für DOB und HAKA zusam-
mengefasst, ein Thema widmet sich der Denim- und Sportswear. 
In den Trend Areas werden die themenbezogenen Trend-High-
lights der Saison präsentiert.

  SAMPLE AREAS:

Die Sample Areas informieren über das Angebot der Aussteller 
in den jeweiligen Hallen und verteilen sich über die gesamte 
Ausstellungsfläche bis in die Halle 5. Aus rund 10.000 Sample- 
Einsendungen der Aussteller wird eine Auswahl an etwa 2500 
Stoffen und neuen Entwicklungen themenbezogen präsentiert. 
Als Aussteller erhalten Sie rechtzeitig vor der Messe eine um-
fassende Pre-Trend Information zusammen mit der Einladung, 
ihre Stoffe einzusenden. Auch für die ADDITIONALS wurden The-
menwelten inszeniert, die Innovationen und Artikel thematisch 
und ganzheitlich nach Trendthemen und Produktgruppen ge-
gliedert präsentieren.

  IHRE SAMPLES IN DEN TREND FOREN:

Als Aussteller bieten wir Ihnen die Möglichkeit, Ihre Samples 
für die Präsentation in verschiedenen Bereichen einzusen-
den:

•  Kollektionsneuheiten für die Trend und Sample Areas im Foyer
und auf der gesamten Ausstellungsfläche.

•  Innovative Entwicklungen, Future Fabrics und neue
Technologien für den HIGH-TEX Award im KEYHOUSE.

•  Nachhaltige, zertifizierte oder umweltfreundlich produzierte
Fabrics und Accessoires für die ReSOURCE Area.

Wir senden Ihnen alle Informationen dazu in Newslettern.

  COLOUR CODE:

Die Generalfarbkarte der Saison finden Sie im COLOUR CODE, 
exklusiv eingefärbt in hochwertige Garne, thematisch in die 
Trendthemen geordnet.

  TREND BOOK:

Das TREND BOOK dokumentiert die Themenwelten der Saison 
mit atmosphärisch gestalteten Impressionen aus Kunst, Kultur, 
Architektur und Design, der Welt des Theaters und des Films 
zu informieren. Hier stellen wir die saisonalen Key Fabrics vor 
und weisen auf die neuesten technischen Entwicklungen hin. 
Wir analysieren die trendweisenden Catwalk Highlights und 
integrieren sie thematisch in verkaufsstarke Kollektionsbilder. 
Komplettiert durch aussagekräftige Farbkompositionen mit zu-
gehörigen Pantone®-Kodifizierungen, die bereits zum frühen 
Zeitpunkt die Hauptfarben mit den dazugehörigen Akzentfar-
ben filtern. Ein Service, der wertvolle Zusatzinformationen bie-
tet, die unmittelbar in den Workflow integriert werden können.

  VORTRÄGE & SEMINARE:

Mit einem umfassenden Vortragsangebot im TREND- 
SEMINARS im KEYHOUSE, im DENIM DOCK der BLUEZONE oder 
in der ReSOURCE Area bieten wir ein abwechslungsreiches Rah-
menprogramm zu aktuellen Themenbereichen der Industrie. In-
ternationale Experten, Trendforscher und Institutionen halten 
Vorträge, Workshops und Keynotes zu relevanten Themen. 



1. STAND RENTALS
ADDITIONALS | HALL 1 AND HALL 2 
Price: 275,00 EUR per m² plus 19% VAT.

FABRICS | HALL 3, HALL 4 + ATRIUM 4 
Price: 275,00 EUR per m² plus 19% VAT.

FABRICS | STUDIO 1 + STUDIO 2 
Price: 245,00 EUR per m² plus 19% VAT.

DESIGN STUDIOS 
Price: 
Design Modul 1, about 12m² 1.860 EUR plus 19% VAT. 
Design Modul 2, about 24m² 3.720 EUR plus 19% VAT.

BLUEZONE | HALL 6 AND HALL 7 
Price: 295,00 EUR per m² plus 19% VAT.

THE SOURCE | HALL 2 
Price: 325,00 EUR per m² plus 19% VAT.

KEYHOUSE | HALL 5 
Price: 255,00 UR per m² plus 19% VAT.

RESOURCE | HALL 2 
Price: 220,00 EUR per m² plus 19% VAT.

ENTRY AS CO-EXHIBITOR: 
Price: 335,00 EUR plus 19% VAT.

2. MARKETING ACTIVITIES
Price up to 30m²: 295,00 EUR plus 19% VAT. Price

from 31m2: 335,00 EUR plus 19% VAT.

3. FIRST-TIME PARTICIPATION FEE:
Price: 295,00 EUR plus 19% VAT.

4. EXHIBITORʼS LIABILITY INSURANCE
Price: 40,00 EUR plus 19% VAT.

5. AD RATES:
MUNIQUE SHOW GUIDE MAGAZINE

950,00 | 1490,00 EUR (1/1 | 2/1 Page)

These prices are indicative and examples from the previous 
season and may be adjusted before the upcoming season.

For further advertising formats and conditions, please feel free 
to contact us.

P R I C E S
AREA MAP
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T E S T I M O N I A L S

Some v isi tor  references about MUNICH FABRIC START:

TALBOT & RUNHOF

JOHNNY TALBOT 

“To my mind this trade fair is simply 
wonderful. The visual appearance alone 
is a sheer delight. The ranges are superb 
and coherent. We use MUNICH FABRIC 
START for intense working and can take 
a look at many collections here several 
weeks before Paris already. Here we are 
mainly looking for interesting innovations 
for daywear, especially in wool and 
cotton.”

DRYKORN

RALF SCHWIRTLICH

“MUNICH FABRIC START is clearly the 
most important textile trade fair for us in 
Europe. Especially for womenswear. We 
are able to source up to 70% of the col-
lections here. We order fabric swatches 
and entire fabric bolts and collect infor-
mation on the trends and themes for the 
coming season in general. But we deem 
the excellent contacts with the industry 
and the communicative exchange to be 
just as important. This is where we meet 
all important contact persons – from 
suppliers to producers. And this gives us 
a great deal of additional input for pro-
ducing the collection.”

ALBERTO

MICHAEL WILLEMS

“The new Areas at the Zenith premises 
are very inspiring, above all the new Den-
im Hall with its very pleasant daylight 
setting. We very much welcome this ex-
tension and are happy about this new 
highlight as an addition to MOC. But the 
ranges in the main building also fulfil our 
expectations to the full each time. We 
work here flat out over the full three 
days. Full of impressions we will now 
discuss the finalisation of our collec-
tion.”

HUGO BOSS

ALEJANDRO MIRALLES GIRO

“We start producing the collection in June 
and finalise it now in September. This is 
why the offer of an early event in the form 
of VIEW and a principal trade fair in early 
September is simply ideal. At VIEW we 
select the basic materials, which are then 
tested as prototypes over the following 
weeks. Once the fabrics live up to our 
quality requirements we talk about the 
specific colours, references and patterns 
with the suppliers at MUNICH FABRIC 
START. An additional asset of this trade 
fair is the perfect organisation as well as 
the unique atmosphere.”

LVMH GROUP DIGITAL

THERESA AUSTIN

“I really enjoyed my time at the MUNICH 
FABRIC START. Especially the BLUEZONE 
and the KEYHOUSE surprised me po- 
sitively. I was very impressed by the 
number of suppliers working with in- 
novative new technologies and methods 
to produce in a more sustainable way. 
Overall, the fair is a great showcase for 
sustainable innovations. It is very in- 
spiring to talk to so many experts about 
such an important topic. It motivates 
and shows solutions. I was able to take a 
lot of input with me, which I will use in 
future projects.“

CLOSED

GORDON GIERS

“We highly appreciate MUNICH FABRIC 
START because this event is simply 
unique especially in conjunction with 
BLUEZONE. We focus on trousers and 
the ranges on display here are perfect. 
We mainly source for the coming winter, 
we have already concluded the autumn 
programme.”

JAPAN BLUE CO LTD

KATSU MANABE

“I visited BLUEZONE for the first time and
the fair was much bigger than I had 
expected! A nice mix of clothing, 
manufacturers, crafts and live dyeing 
demonstrations; plus great renovated 
old buildings. I see great potential to 
bring together multinational producers 
with global customers. I hope the show 
will continue to be as successful and 
open up new opportunities for buyers 
and visitors alike.”

TOMMY HILFIGER
FELICIA IRIMIA

“We love coming to Munich to look for 
new items for our current collection, es-
pecially for new trends in trims and for 
inspiration in general. For me speaking 
with current suppliers is also key. All in 
all MUNICH FABRIC START is the main 
fair for us to visit as it is the earliest of 
the bigger textile fairs and attracts many 
suppliers, both from (all over) Europe 
and the Far East. This quantity and di-
versity is really great.”

HOLY FASHION GROUP

MICHAEL SEITER

“At the MUNICH FABRIC START we are 
working with commitment and concen-
tration to complete our collections and 
at the same time discover new products 
to round them off. We appreciate the 
combined portfolio of denim and fabrics 
at this fair. This is the perfect offer for 
our needs.”

FASHNERD.COM

MUCHANETA KAPFUNDE

“As the advanced platform of MUNICH 
FABRIC START, KEYHOUSE has been pav-
ing the way for some time now, connect-
ing innovators with the industry. The In-
novation Space, which brings together 
game changers and pioneers, success-
fully gives traditionalists in the textile in-
dustry a glimpse of the future. KEY-
HOUSE provides the space for superstars 
of fashion technology to present new 
technologies, sustainable develop-
ments, expert workshops and trend 
seminars. I would easily describe KEY-
HOUSE as the “Department of Innova-
tion” for fashion companies.”

TEN NAPELTEN NAPEL

TALBOT & RUNHOF

JOHNNY TALBOT

“To my mind this trade fair is simply 
wonderful. The visual appearance alone 
is a sheer delight. The ranges are superb 
and coherent. We use MUNICH FABRIC 
START for intense working and can take 
a look at many collections here several 
weeks before Paris already. Here we are 
mainly looking for interesting innovations 
for daywear, especially in wool and 
cotton.” 

DRYKORN

R ALF SCHWIRTLICH

“MUNICH FABRIC START is clearly the 
most important textile trade fair for us 
in Europe. Especially for womenswear. 
We are able to source up to 70% of 
the collections here. We order fabric 
swatches and entire fabric bolts and 
collect information on the trends and 
themes for the coming season in general. 
But we deem the excellent contacts with 
the industry and the communicative 
exchange to be just as important. This 
is where we meet all important contact 
persons – from suppliers to producers. 
And this gives us a great deal of additional 
input for producing the collection.”

LVMH GROUP DIGITAL

THERESA AUSTIN

“I really enjoyed my time at the MUNICH 
FABRIC START. Especially the BLUEZONE 
and the KEYHOUSE surprised me positively. 
I was very impressed by the number of 
suppliers working with innovative new 
technologies and methods to produce 
in a more sustainable way. Overall, the 
fair is a great showcase for sustainable 
innovations. It is very inspiring to talk to 
so many experts about such an important 
topic. It motivates and shows solutions. 
I was able to take a lot of input with me, 
which I will use in future projects.“

CLOSED

GORDON GIERS

“We highly appreciate MUNICH FABRIC 
START because this event is simply 
unique especially in conjunction with 
BLUEZONE. We focus on trousers and 
the ranges on display here are perfect. 
We mainly source for the coming winter, 
we have already concluded the autumn 
programme.”

ALBERTO

MICHAEL WILLEMS

“The new Areas at the Zenith premises 
are very inspiring, above all the new 
Denim Hall with its very pleasant daylight 
setting. We very much welcome this 
extension and are happy about this new 
highlight as an addition to MOC. But the 
ranges in the main building also fulfil our 
expectations to the full each time. We 
work here flat out over the full three days. 
Full of impressions we will now discuss 
the finalisation of our collection.”

HUGO BOSS

ALEJANDRO MIR ALLES GIRO

“We start producing the collection in June 
and finalise it now in September. This is 
why the offer of an early event in the form 
of VIEW and a principal trade fair in early 
September is simply ideal. At VIEW we 
select the basic materials, which are then 
tested as prototypes over the following 
weeks. Once the fabrics live up to our 
quality requirements we talk about the 
specific colours, references and patterns 
with the suppliers at MUNICH FABRIC 
START. An additional asset of this trade 
fair is the perfect organisation as well as 
the unique atmosphere.”

JAPAN BLUE CO LTD

K ATSU MANABE

“I visited BLUEZONE for the first time 
and the fair was much bigger than I 
had expected! A nice mix of clothing, 
manufacturers, crafts and live dyeing 
demonstrations; plus great renovated 
old buildings. I see great potential to 
bring together multinational producers 
with global customers. I hope the show 
will continue to be as successful and 
open up new opportunities for buyers 
and visitors alike.”

TOMMY HILFIGER

FELICIA IRIMIA

“We love coming to Munich to look for 
new items for our current collection, 
especially for new trends in trims and for 
inspiration in general. For me speaking 
with current suppliers is also key. All in 
all MUNICH FABRIC START is the main 
fair for us to visit as it is the earliest of 
the bigger textile fairs and attracts many 
suppliers, both from (all over) Europe and 
the Far East. This quantity and diversity 
is really great.”

HOLY FASHION GROUP

MICHAEL SEITER

“At the MUNICH FABRIC START we 
are working with commitment and 
concentration to complete our 
collections and at the same time discover 
new products to round them off. We 
appreciate the combined portfolio of 
denim and fabrics at this fair. This is the 
perfect offer for our needs.”

SHAPE INNOVATE

MUCHANETA TEN NAPEL

“As the advanced platform of MUNICH 
FABRIC START, KEYHOUSE has been 
paving the way for some time now, 
connecting innovators with the industry. 
The Innovation Space, which brings 
together game changers and pioneers, 
successfully gives traditionalists in 
the textile industry a glimpse of the 
future. KEYHOUSE provides the space 
for superstars of fashion technology to 
present new technologies, sustainable 
developments, expert workshops and 
trend seminars. I would easily describe 
KEYHOUSE as the “Department of 
Innovation” for fashion companies.”

T E S T I M O N I A L S
Some visitor references about MUNICH FABRIC START:
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4 5 6Some exhibi tor references about MUNICH FABRIC START:

LANIFICIO LUIGI  RICCERI

CHRISTIAN TORRI

“The decision to come back to MUNICH
FABRIC START after many years away 
was in any case a very good one. The 
fair is very well organised, the quality of 
visitors is high and the date is perfect. 
High-quality producers, in particular, 
are keen to showcase special highlights 
towards the end of the season.”

A .M.F.  SPA

ANDREAS FAERBER

“AMF is one of the pioneers at MUNICH 
FABRIC START and was already presented 
at the fair when it was still an event for 
Bavarian trade representatives. The 
fair particularly makes sense because 
of its early date. We use the fair not 
only to maintain customer contacts 
but also as a real “working fair“ where 
new developments are suggested and 
discussed. Milan or Paris are not options 
for us (AMF does not exhibit there) as 
these fairs are too late and too dispersed 
– we want to work with our customers in
a targeted manner.”

LENZING FIBERS

TRICIA CARE Y

“To us this is a fantastic trade fair to 
meet with our customers. Furthermore, 
we get plenty of inspirations and 
impressions here. MUNICH FABRIC 
START is without a doubt my favourite 
fair. There is a very special atmosphere 
here. Here the most varied forms of 
creativity collide. Moreover, we use this 
opportunity to explain our products, 
strategies and cooperations in seminars 
and to launch products. We welcome 
our most varied range of visitors here 
in Munich: American clients, university
graduates, start-ups and, of course, 
leading European brands.”

CANDIANI DENIM

MARYKATE KELLY

“We see BLUEZONE as a community 
platform and content hub. Although 
there are many different marketing 
channels for product communication, 
the brand experience at a trade fair 
cannot be topped. BLUEZONE is not only 
a great location, but also a very open-
minded and committed community.”

BERTO E.G.

ARIANNA MORIMANDO

“The increasing number of fairs 
dedicated to the denim sector is clear 
testimony to the particular attention 
that the fashion business, and not 
only, is paying towards this sector. As 
for our German business, BLUEZONE is 
definitely the most important exhibition. 
It is the second event in our trade fair 
schedule, where we go with the new 
collection. First our customers come to 
Denim by, but they start placing orders 
in Munich. This show allows us to have 
the first real and tangible feedback on
our work.”

V ICUNHA

JULIEN EICKELMANN

“The trade fair once again went very well 
for us – we are very satisfied with the 
footfall and customer interest. The two 
new halls complement the ranges well, 
and this addition to the trade fair also 
attracts a wider audience. Communi- 
cation and exchange is great here; in the 
BLUEZONE we especially welcome the 
new, more open-plan stand design as it 
supports this relaxed business atmo- 
sphere.”

CONE DENIM

KARA NICHOLAS 

“The atmosphere here is wonderful and 
we are very happy to be here. CATALYZ-
ER offers the perfect surroundings to 
stage our Heritage products. The range 
is curated with a great deal of finesse. 
This is our first time here as exhibitors 
in the BLUEZONE and we are sure this is 
the right platform for us to present our-
selves to the promising German market.”

PORDENONE

CHRIS TOPHER HOR AT Z

“BLUEZONE is the perfect place and 
point in time for us to provide our 
customers with a well-staged overview 
of the complete collection. Especially for 
us as sportswear suppliers the dates are 
great. Spread over the two days we had 
over 60 appointments. The in-depth 
meetings with our customers allow us 
to draw important conclusions as to 
which collection elements still have to 
be expanded and how we are doing on 
prices.”

BOLID’STER

PIERRE-HENRY SERVA JE AN

“The organisers have managed to create 
an inspiring setting at KEYHOUSE that 
links two mega trends. One driver is 
sportswear and the other technology. 
Both together sketch out the future path 
for the fashion and textile industry. The 
participative and interactive concept 
of this new unique hall gives these 
developments a further push.”

ARTISTIC MILLINERS

R AHEEL WAL ANI

“All the good European denim brands 
are here. And not just for inspiration. The 
creative people and buyers come here 
with concrete purchase intentions. In 
this respect BLUEZONE is a particularly 
efficient trade fair. I also appreciate the 
special communication here, which runs 
in both directions. You don’t just com-
municate in the direction of customers, 
but you also get a lot of special input 
and concrete suggestions for the further 
orientation of the collection back.”

T E S T I M O N I A L S

LANIFICIO LUIGI  RICCERI

CHRISTIAN TORRI

“The decision to come back to MUNICH 
FABRIC START after many years away 
was in any case a very good one. The 
fair is very well organised, the quality of 
visitors is high and the date is perfect. 
High-quality producers, in particular, 
are keen to showcase special highlights 
towards the end of the season.”

A .M.F.  SPA

ANDRE AS FAERBER

“AMF is one of the pioneers at MUNICH 
FABRIC START and was already presented 
at the fair when it was still an event for 
Bavarian trade representatives. The 
fair particularly makes sense because 
of its early date. We use the fair not 
only to maintain customer contacts 
but also as a real “working fair“ where 
new developments are suggested and 
discussed. Milan or Paris are not options 
for us (AMF does not exhibit there) as 
these fairs are too late and too dispersed 
– we want to work with our customers in 
a targeted manner.”

BERTO E.G.

ARIANNA MORIMANDO

“The increasing number of fairs 
dedicated to the denim sector is clear 
testimony to the particular attention 
that the fashion business, and not only, 
is paying towards this sector. As for our 
German business, BLUEZONE is definitely 
the most important exhibition. It is the 
second event in our trade fair schedule, 
where we go with the new collection. 
First our customers come to Denim by, 
but they start placing orders in Munich. 
This show allows us to have the first real 
and tangible feedback on our work.”

VICUNHA

JULIEN EICKELMANN

“The trade fair once again went very 
well for us – we are very satisfied with 
the footfall and customer interest. The 
two new halls complement the ranges 
well, and this addition to the trade 
fair also attracts a wider audience. 
Communication and exchange is great 
here; in the BLUEZONE w e e specially 
w elcome t he new, more open-plan 
stand design as it supports this relaxed 
business atmosphere.”

STUDIO 9

REMON KOSTER

“We exhibited at MUNICH FABRIC START 
for the first time and experienced it as 
a great environment for customers of 
both established brands and emerging 
start-ups. We had the opportunity to 
talk to many industry players about their 
upcoming projects and how we can 
support them in creating a complete 
brand identity concept - with branding 
down to the detail. Our focus at the fair 
was on our tailored trims and packaging.“

ISKO

MARCO LUCIET TI

“BLUEZONE is a super organized trade 
fair where everything ran smoothly, as 
it always does. We really appreciate 
that everyone feels welcome here - 
whether exhibitors or guests. What is 
special and at the same time valuable 
is the combination of denim with other 
segments, which results in a mix that 
appeals to many customers. Since we 
have many appointments, we come here 
to actually work and be productive.“

CONE DENIM

K AR A NICHOL AS

“The atmosphere here is wonderful and 
we are very happy to be here. CATALYZER 
offers the perfect surroundings to stage 
our Heritage products. The range is 
curated with a great deal of finesse. This 
is our first time here as exhibitors in the 
BLUEZONE and we are sure this is the 
right platform for us to present ourselves 
to the promising German market.”

PORDENONE

CHRISTOPHER HOR ATZ

“BLUEZONE is the perfect place and 
point in time for us to provide our 
customers with a well-staged overview 
of the complete collection. Especially 
for us as sportswear suppliers the dates 
are great. Spread over the two days we 
had over 60 appointments. The in-depth 
meetings with our customers allow us 
to draw important conclusions as to 
which collection elements still have to 
be expanded and how we are doing on 
prices.”

BOLID’STER

PIERRE-HENRY SERVAJE AN

“The organisers have managed to create 
an inspiring setting at KEYHOUSE that 
links two mega trends. One driver is 
sportswear and the other technology. 
Both together sketch out the future path 
for the fashion and textile industry. The 
participative and interactive concept 
of this new unique hall gives these 
developments a further push.”

ARTISTIC MILLINERS

R AHEEL WAL ANI

“All the good European denim brands 
are here. And not just for inspiration. The 
creative people and buyers come here 
with concrete purchase intentions. In 
this respect BLUEZONE is a particularly 
efficient trade fair. I also appreciate 
the special communication here, which 
runs in both directions. You don’t 
just communicate in the direction of 
customers, but you also get a lot of 
special input and concrete suggestions 
for the further orientation of the collection 
back.”

T E S T I M O N I A L S
Some exhibitor references about MUNICH FABRIC START:
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